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Executive Summary
Advancements in the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) have completely
transformed our life. Internet has become a technology without which it is difficult to
survive now. Internet was initially used as means to access the information. But now, with
the help of so many web applications, internet is providing enormous amount of business
and personal tools. These tools are specially designed to make particular tasks easy. Internet
is also used to share information and communicate with people who are geographically
apart. Many businesses and social fields have benefited from the application of these
technologies; and education industry is no exception.
There are many applications of ICT technologies in education. The use of multimedia such as
Data show, interactive white board, projectors, tablets, Ipods, and computers have captured
education industry from decades. However, when we specifically talk about Internet or
communication technology/ICT then distance learning using these enabling technologies is
the first one that comes in our mind. Apart from that, there are many other terms, which
related to digital technology and education industry such as e-Learning, digital learning,
simulation software, Learning Management Systems (LMS) and Competency Management
Systems (CMS). All these technologies together make the process of providing quality
education much easier and faster.
LMS (Such as Moodle and Blackboard) usually deployed in educational institutes where it
can facilitate the interactions between instructors and students more efficient. With the
help of this technology, instructors can share coursework related information with their
students, upload course documents, homework assignments and initiate online discussions.
On the other hand, students can create their own study groups, post questions, and
comments in discussion forums and upload/submit assignments/homework. Instructors can
track the progress of a student online. All these facilities improve the quality of
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communication and in turn education. This also reduces a lot of administrative overhead
since all the information is stored online.
Many universities in Jordan and Palestine actively use these technologies in some form or
the other. However, although Jordan and Palestine are a leading countries in terms of the
utilization of ICT in education in the region, many Jordanian and Palestinian education
institutes do not use ICT technologies to the fullest, especially LMS (Moodle). There are
several reasons for not adopting and deploying such technology in universities and colleges
in Jordan and Palestine.
Therefore, METHODS (Modernization of Teaching Methodologies in Higher Education: EU
Experience for Jordan and Palestinian Territory) Project which is funded by Erasmus+
Programme/European Commission aims to identify these obstacles and barriers, to provide
a new modern teaching methodologies in higher education institutes in both Jordan and
Palestine, as well as to make a better use if ICT in the teaching and learning process in these
two Arab countries.
There are not many standard and easy-to-use commercial products in the market which
universities could readily deploy on the campus and start using it. There is a strong need of
such web applications such as Moodle, which could be easily used by education industries in
Jordan and Palestine. Hence, this Business Plan is an attempt to bring the power of ICT to
Jordan and Palestine higher education industry to enhance the current teaching
methodologies applied in higher education institutes in Jordan and Palestine.
Thus, the Educational Technology Center that will be established at the University of Jordan
(UoJ) and Birzeit University (BZU) is considered as a fundamental aim of the Methods
Project. The core goal of this Center is to formulate a modern and useful teaching
methodology at higher education institutes in both Jordan and Palestine. These two centers
will act as developing benchmarks of training materials in best practices in utilizing
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in education and preparation of training
material for both faculty members and students.
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In these centers, the instructors could deliver their classes using blended learning or fully
online learning. This approach will give the project an innovation aspect in developing,
collaborating and sharing of providing learning objects built on best practices in utilizing ICT
in education. Moreover, such approach will provide different modalities in teaching and
learning (PBL/CBT/FL/MOOCs, BL).
For the University of Jordan, the Educational Technology Center will be under the umbrella
of the Accreditation and Quality Assurance Center. In terms of sustainability and
exploitation of results, the proposed ICT centers in both partner counties is expected to
become autonomous and provide training in best practices utilizing ICT in education for new
staff as well as senior staff in partner country (PC) university. The pool of trainers who
already conducted training in the project should conduct training in partner countries
universities. The trainers who already conducting training in the project will be added to the
pool of trainers whom already exist in the university and responsible for training new staffs
in teaching methodologies. In addition, the learning objects delivered by the educational
portal is continuously updated by involving more staff in the process.
Therefore, the main function of the proposed Business Plan is to identify the components of
such Center and their role in the total schema.
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Introduction
This proposal represents a business plan to establish Educational Technology Center (ETC) at
The University of Jordan (UoJ) and Birzeit University (BZU). The ETC is a place where
University faculty, staff, students, and community members work in a collaborative
environment to create rich, engaged learning and teaching experiences supported by the
utilization of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in education; the center
increases student success, builds vital community partnerships, and invites individuals to
become members of an intellectually diverse, active learning community.
The proposed Center will be integral to the academic mission of the university in terms of
integrating technology in education; essential in offering stronger and more technology
integrated support services to its students; led by experienced faculty, staff, and students;
housed in the university main Library which located at the middle of the campus and
integrated in work with both Accreditation and Quality Assurance Center (AQAC) and School
of Educational Sciences; charged to build the capacity of the university to integrate
technology in teaching and learning with engagement through service-learning and related
academic initiatives; provide curricular support for both conventional and e-Learning
courses and environments; and position the institution as a leader in efforts to advance
educators and learners engaged in the teaching and learning process.
The Center will have the capacity to establish and maintain long-term, sustainable,
mutually-transformative partnerships across the campus and between the campus and the
broader community in terms of using ICT in education; provide seamless support between
and among student service areas (including e-Content development, Moodle e-Learning
platform design and development, blended learning diffusion, etc.), productively involving
both staff and faculty in these areas; expand into new, relevant online courses areas;
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connect systematically with related initiatives on campus (such as blended learning, eLearning, distance education, e-assessment, etc.); collaborate with faculty, staff, students,
university community members, and programs engaged in related forms of experiential,
community-based teaching and learning, thereby helping to strengthen such efforts and
generating new teaching methods for effective curricular engagement across a range of
venues (e.g., flipped learning (FL), problem-based learning (PBL), project-based learning,
massive open online courses (MOOCs), blended learning (BL), computer-based training
(CBT), etc.); and garner external funding (The European Commission) in support of the
teaching and learning activities associated with technology integration in education.
In support of the Center, the business plan recommends the following administrative
structure: Responsible administrator (to be under the umbrella of AQAC); Center Director (a
specialized faculty member in Educational Technology); Center Advisory Board (comprised
of no fewer than six members, excluding the Center Director); and smart room lab
supervisor (IT specialist).
The establishment of the Center thus provides the best institutional opportunity to
actualizing and maintaining productive connections between Student Services and
Academic Affairs, along with utilizing technology in teaching and learning. Accordingly, the
Steering Committee members of the Research Project named "Modernization of Teaching
Methodologies in Higher Education: EU Experience for Jordan and Palestinian Territory
(METHODS)" which Co-funded by the Erasmus plus Programme of the European Union,
comprised of a diversity of representatives from different universities in Jordan and
Palestine, having met in a series of full- two-days workshops over the fall and spring
semesters of the 2018/2019 academic year, offer the following proposal toward the
establishment of the Center for Educational Technology at UoJ and BZU.
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Contact Information for the centers

Administration:

The University of Jordan

Business name:

Educational Technology Center at UoJ

Address:

Queen Rania Street
Aljubeiha

Telephone:

Amman, 11942, Jordan
(00962) 96265355000 Ext. 22816

Fax:

(00962) 65300237

E-mail:

methods@ju.edu.jo , salaymeh@ju.edu.jo

Administration:

Birzeit University

Business name:

Educational Technology Center at BZU

Address:

PO Box 14, Birzeit
Birzeit

Telephone:

West bank, 11942, Palestine
+970-2-298-2000

Fax:

+970-2-281-0656

E-mail:

wasel.ghanem@gmail.com , methods@ju.edu.jo
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General Educational Technology Center Description
In each partner country (Jordan and Palestine) one main center and two smart rooms in
each partner university will be installed, adopted, and integrated to fulfill the needs of staff
members interested in utilizing ICT in education. Each of UoJ and BZU will establish a wellequipped national ICT Center to be as a hub for training, developing, and sharing e-content
built by trainees from different disciplines using best-practices in utilizing ICT in education
on the developed educational portal (MethodsX).
These two centers will act as developing benchmarks of training materials in best practices
in utilizing ICT in education and preparation of training material. These two centers will be
designed and developed based on best practices already conducted in partner EU
universities. In both level of centers and smart classrooms, it should be emphasize that the
equipment will be fully integrated within virtual learning environment through the
MethodsX portal that is aligned to open source technology, which provide complete sharing
of function like problem based learning, forums, blogs, wikis, etc.
Delivered learning objects will be installed on the portal. This will be installed and managed
by both centers in each partner’s country. In these centers and smart classrooms, the
instructors can deliver their classes using blended learning or fully online learning. This
approach will give the project an innovation aspect in developing, collaborating, and sharing
of providing learning objects built on best practices in utilizing ICT in education. Moreover,
such approach will provide different modalities in teaching and learning.
The Educational Technology Center will be under the umbrella of the Accreditation and
Quality Assurance Center at the University of Jordan. The center is expected to include the
following equipment: Photocopiers, Dictaphones, Kindle, Tablet/iPad, Digital Camera, DVD
Players, Scanners, White Boards, LCD projectors, Portable Hard Drivers, External Hard
Drivers, Notebooks, PCs lab, Server in each partner country to support the e-Learning
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platform, Cisco 3900 Series Integrated Services Routers, Cisco LAN Switches, Basic
Conference Room, Accessories for server room, Heavy duty printers for Computer
Laboratory.
Mission statement: Added essential benefits to learning institutions and students as the
available educational technology stimulated the development of the traditional learning
patterns in educational institutions, especially Jordanian and Palestinian universities.
Furthermore, it makes learning process easier to students through facilitating follow-up,
communication, interaction and others. Furthermore, the Center aimed to provide a unique
experience for the undergraduate and graduate students in the partners' institutions.
Vision statement: The Center stated goal is to promote optimized and distributed learning
over the Internet through hosting, service and training in the most suitable learning
platform (MethodsX) at any time, as e-Learning platform. On the way, Methods' partners
and users can contribute positively to the society in which we are a part of it.
Goal statement: The Center will educate trainers who want to work with e-Learning tools in
the wider sense. It will train the trainers to that could be self-sustaining in their e-Learning
development process. Additionally, the Center will assist with design, project planning and
management of e-Learning participants out with them, which are users of the daily eLearning. It aims to give the stable, secure, and improving operation of offered e-Learning
courses, which both offer to help, and gives the methods that make able to let all users in
the academic institutions can benefit from a knowledgeable power user group.
Strategy statement: The knowledge the Center will provide, intend to be the market leader
in quality, as well as experienced as most generous in an educational industry that many
trying it with. The Center will provide an opportunity to sharing the experience it has
acquired from the partners and experts in Methods Project.
Form of ownership: Sole proprietor by both universities (JU & BZU), as well as partnership
with European Commission.
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Center history: The Center was launched on February 17th, 2019; it represents a blended
learning station (BLS) as an autonomous and a hub of knowledge. However, the Educational
Technology Center lacks legal status, but it reputation in community will be noticed; the
estimated sales and profit cannot be determined now; the expected number of employees
that the Center may have is about 6 person. One of the factors that may affect success is the
effective networking of authorities and administrative centers and units involved.
Nevertheless, the significant of this Center is relying on sharing learning objects of diverse
clusters.
Most important strengths and core competencies: The factors that will make the Center
succeed are as follows: autonomous Educational Technology Center, hub of knowledge, and
diverse clusters of courses from different academic disciplines. The major competitive
strength is that autonomous Educational Technology Center will continue to provide
training in best practices utilizing ICT in education for new staff as well as senior staff in
partner country universities even after the end of the project. The other strength the Center
will bring to the business is that the hub of knowledge will continually updated and
customized to fit the needs of instructors and users.
Significant challenges the Center faces now and in the near future: Funding is the main
significant challenge, hoping that the new capital will help to meet these challenges. In
addition, there is no enforcement legislation of the Center currently, which another
challenge that needs to be taken care of later on.
Long term: The plan for the future of the Center lays on its growth; this can be achieved by
updating the equipment and open a number of smart rooms in both campuses (UoJ & BZU).
Furthermore, the Center is developing strategies for continued growth, which can be
achieved through increased number of e-Learning services provided, diversification, or
eventual online courses developed by the Center. The time frame for these is around four to
six months.
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Sustainability: In terms of sustainability and exploitation of results, the exploitation
activities, of the Educational Technology Center, are the following:


The proposed ICT Centers in both partner counties are expected to become
autonomous and provide training in best practices utilizing ICT in education for
new staff as well as senior staff in partner country (PC) university.

Top

management in PC universities should adopt the training material developed in
the project as part of requirements for the recruitment.


The pool of trainers who already conducted training in the project should conduct
training in partner countries universities.



The trainers who already conducting training in the project will be added to the
pool of trainers whom already exist in the university and responsible for training
new staffs in teaching methodologies.



The learning objects delivered by the educational portal is continuously updated
by involving more staff in the process.



Bilateral agreements between HEIs in partner countries in sharing the educational
resources or in sharing the learning object developed by instructor in related
universities.



The clusters developed through the project will continue to cooperate and
collaborate in sharing experiences related in best practices in teaching and
learning.



The educational portal will provide kind of sustainability as it’s developed by staff
members themselves.
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However, to ensure a long-lasting sustainability (including the financial sustainability), both
higher education institutes (HEIs), UoJ and BZU, will allocate the required financial resources
to guarantee the continuation of the ETC activities. Thus, in terms of human and financial
resources, the following are some of the procedures envisaged to guarantee that the ETC
will continue to function:


Long term vision: we should know where we see our Center after a period of 5
years. If we have thoroughly thought of how and what will we do in the long run,
half of the work is done. Once we know the long term vision of our ETC, we can
easily draft the various things required to achieve it. With the use of data and
facts, we can explain to the donor about our long term goal and the processes,
resources required to ensure success.



Integrate sustainability in all our projects: It is always advisable to integrate
sustainability aspects in our project/Center right from the beginning. This would
help us to develop partnerships and relations with relevant stakeholders at an
early stage of project development. This would also ensure that once the primary
funding terminates we have a strong support to continue our project.



Communication and Outreach: Develop a strong communication strategy so that
our project results can be shared with a large audience. Well documented project
results can help us in getting support from a range of stakeholders and donors. A
well thought communication strategy can avoid last minute rush of donor search.



Involve key stakeholders: Another major step to ensure sustainability is the
involvement and participation of key stakeholders in program development. As
part of the project activities we can initiate multi-stakeholder dialogue workshops
to involve relevant people in our project.
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Diversify funding sources: The most important aspect of sustainability is to
diversify our donor base and to develop long term partnerships with donors to
support us in our endeavor. We will not just look at the traditional donor agencies
but explore new opportunities as well.



Create inventory of resources: Create an inventory of all physical resources that
our university can keep after a project ends. Some devices and equipments
purchased during a project can be used in the future, for example: training
modules, camera, recorder, furniture for the Center, PCs, etc. can be used even
after the grant expires.



Use our donor database: We can enlist a few donors from our donor database
who are likely to fund our project. We will keep in touch with such agencies so
that they are aware about our project.

About the financial sustainability, we will develop a financial plan outlining the various
options available for expanding our resource stream. We may have to undertake proper
research to understand about the various options that can be used to maintain a steady
flow of funds. In addition, this will help us to understand our potential donors and their
priority areas. Some of the options that can be used by us are:


Sale of product/service: Some of the products or services that our ETC produces
can be sold in the market. This may not be a huge amount but will help us to
continue our efforts.



Diversifying donors: We will look at various options through which we can get
dome funding, this includes from corporate houses, local institutions, individuals,
international agencies, EUC, etc.
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Service Fee: Once the funding comes to an end we can start charging a nominal
fees from the target beneficiaries for the maintenance and functioning of our
project.



Membership fees: We can charge annual fee from all our members, this may be a
small amount but can help us in continuing some of the project activities.



Online Fundraising: Online fundraising can help us reach a wide audience and
individuals who like our project can fund us.



In Kind donations: We will do not just look at financial support from agencies as
in-kind support can also help us in sustaining some of our project activities.

In summary, the Educational Technology Center at the UoJ and BZU shall provide e-content,
training, advice, experience, and consultation to staff members interested in utilizing ICT in
education at a national level; with emphasize on strategy and methodology on technology
transfer and integration including, but not limited to, advice, assistance, and consultant in
the following areas:


Assessing the viability and value of designing, developing, and implementing
technologies at all levels (academic and research).



Defining, preparing, and exploiting potential markets and opportunities for such
technologies.



Commercializing strategies within the Jordanian and Palestinian regulations and
legislation.



Dealing with the intellectual property issues including licensing strategies,
improvement & growth, and business development.
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The Impact of the Project: The METHODS project impact was obvious in UoJ and BZU; it leads
to reforms in university governance of the both partner institutions in terms of decision
procedures, autonomy, and accountability. The UoJ has issued a new regulation regarding the
use of Blended Learning and adopt METHODS modern teaching methodologies (Flipped
Learning, PBL, MOOCs, etc.) in its delivered courses for each academic semester since
2017/2018.
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Section I: Services
The products and services, which will be provided by the Center, include e-Courses, eContent, modern teaching methodology, training workshops, e-Learning seminars, and
technology consulting services.
The factors give the Center competitive advantages as follows: the level of quality products,
unique services features, diverse clusters of courses from different academic disciplines, and
a hub of knowledge. Whereas, the disadvantages includes: real participation of partners,
continuation of relative political stability and regional peace, and the continuation of the
support of the university authorities for the project in partner countries.
The pricing, fee, or leasing structure of the Center's products and services will be
determined at later time by a special regulation to be issued by both universities' Council of
Deans and Board of Trustees.
We feel that the Educational Technology Center will help to establish a culture of curricular
engagement that not only encompasses initiatives traditionally considered part of the
academic curriculum, but that also profoundly impacts our ability to provide students with a
“compass” for self-learning and critical thinking; as well as to help them to become a skilled
learner to become a self-directed, self-disciplined, self-monitored, and self-corrective
thinker. We believe the benefits of such engagement will extend to all participants:


As students are guided through their university career by means of integrated
support services, they can most effectively appreciate the critical examination of
experiences and issues in the broader community; in turn, they develop
intellectually, personally, and in their capacities as citizens; and they learn how to
think critically, how to collaborate with diverse others, and how to problem-solve at
all levels of their collegiate experience. All of these can be accomplished throughout
the use of ICT tools, which can be provided by ETC.
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The faculty members and staff who work with students then are rewarded by
finding new outlets for their work as scholars, new approaches to best meeting their
instructional goals, and providing the best possible opportunities for their students
to succeed in all aspects of the curriculum and collegiate experience; using ICT tools.



University Community members have a stronger voice in the education of future
leaders, future employees, and can work as full partners in advancing institutional
missions of knowledge generation and its application, empowered by ICT tools.



Finally, the university builds new connections across programs, disciplines, and
constituents while enhancing its ability to carry those connections out, which
enhanced via using ICT tools.

Curriculum engagement initiatives, through ICT, value learning that focuses on both the
student and the university community as beneficiaries, establishing them as equal partners
within the learning process. Such ICT initiatives can be especially beneficial in that they
provide:



Intentional design for integrated learning outcomes and university community
impacts.



Critical reflection as a mechanism that both intensifies and documents learning
outcomes.



An assessment of outcomes for all constituents involved (students, faculty, staff,
university community, and institution).



Mutually transformative relationships among all constituents of the university.



Capacity-building among all constituents for problem-solving and the ability to effect
systemic change within the existing organization.
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In other words, a Center that practices curriculum engagement from the “ground up,” so to
speak, can transform practices both within Student Services and Academic Affairs, leading
to more rewarding relationships among faculty members and staff and providing a culture
of support and empowerment for their students enhanced by the utilization of ICT and
educational technologies.
The following services should be included within the Center umbrella: tutoring, advising,
placement testing, faculty development, faculty mentoring, engaged learning/service
learning initiatives, distance education instructional development, online curricular design
and support, seminars and workshops, online conferences, faculty members' orientation,
student/faculty members' research collaboration, and non-traditional student services.
These separate services can be sorted into seven areas of endeavor that the Center will
coordinate and support:


Collaboration across the university units (the Library, School of Educational Sciences,
School of Information Technology, School of Engineering, Information Technology
Center, e-Learning Office, etc.).



Coordination and integration of ICT student services.



Faculty development and support.



Student ICT skills development.



Learning outcomes/assessment development.



Scholarly work and collaboration.



University community partnerships.
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1. Collaboration across the University Units: The university has a long history of both
inter-departmental and external collaborations, which the Center can help to further
coordinate and maximize throughout the use of ICT, including: learning communities,
seminar experience, peer tutoring services, and faculty engaged learning initiatives. As
the Center is launched, these units should be included in ongoing conversation regarding
the evolution of the Center. In a collaborative arrangement, the proposed Center will
benefit immensely from the experience and expertise available in these units and also
assist in the coordination of the various activities performed by the units. Goals: The
Center will seek to strengthen existing collaborations on campus as well as assist faculty
members and students in the forming of new collaborations, both on and off campus.
2. Coordination and Integration of ICT Student Services: The Director will be tasked not
with the oversight of specific services (i.e. advising, tutoring, seminar experience, peer
tutoring services, etc.) but rather with coordinating and maximizing the efficiency of the
operations as they are delivered within the Center. In turn, the Director will help to
coordinate faculty involvement in all levels of service with specific programs and
initiatives. The Director will also be responsible for the day to day operations of the
Center (oversight of administrative assistant and student workers, time and space
management, etc.). Goals: The Center will provide integrated “one stop shopping” for
students in regards to student ICT services, maximizing the efficiency of existing
operations and providing productive engagement between Student Services staff and
academic faculty in regards to such services.
3. Faculty Development and Support: The Center will provide more systematic support for
new and current faculty, both full-time and adjunct, thus allowing for more productive
academic experiences for our students. While individual colleges and initiatives have
assisted in various ways in the area of faculty development, the Center will
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systematically coordinate a comprehensive support mechanism for ICT services in
education.
4. Student ICT Skills Development: The Center will reflect and provide opportunities for
enacting the university’s fundamental commitment to faculty/staff/student “cocreation” across all academic disciplines and services. This not only provides the
required ICT skills for the student on campus but an invaluable experience for students
of all disciplines upon graduation in the marketplace. In addition, this fully integrates
knowledge-making opportunities capable of providing greater perspective and potential
transformative initiatives, as students are empowered to learn and employ increasing
levels of responsibilities within each of the Center’s service areas. Goals: In addition to
establishing a focal point (leading to a systematic network across campus) for the
provision of a continuous stream of knowledgeable and experienced student leaders,
the Center will work to formalize a developmental model and support the participation
of more students within its service areas (i.e. advising, tutoring). With the greater
capacity to work with more students in this developmental fashion, the Center will be
able to provide more comprehensive and more consistent ICT support to faculty
members and to related units across campus; it will also coordinate and collaborate with
academic units as it aids those units areas of specific online curricular design and
development need and concern. The Center will also be able to provide leadership in
regional and national efforts to investigate and create best practices and infrastructure
for student leadership in curricular engagement.
5. Learning Outcomes/Assessment Development: The Center will assist in the continued
(and necessary) integration of ICT service experiences with academic material (both in
terms of Center-provided activities and coordination of disciplinary engagement with
the broader university community). The Center will also assist faculty members in the
development of academically sound, empirically-validated models promoting student
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learning through the integration of e-Learning, critical reflection and assessment. Its
dedication to engaged, experiential, and service-learning initiatives will assist faculty in
the implementation of such models and support the use of these models in related
experiential, community-based teaching and learning venues (including within activities
provided by the Center). Goals: The Center will: expand faculty development offerings
related to ICT skills, provide faculty members with access to ICT tools and open
educational resources for use with their own students, provide support and training in
best pedagogical practices, both in traditional and online venues, supported by (and
informing) assessment initiatives, and support faculty members and programs in
ongoing reflection and assessment for online curricular development generally.
6. Scholarly Work and Collaboration: The university has identified itself as an institution
dedicated to excellence in instruction and learning supported by a strong record of
teaching methodologies, thus fostering a culture of experimentation and assessment
that can positively impact the further development of models of faculty members
development, student leadership, and critical reflection/Assessment. Collaborations
among faculty, staff, and students will be essential to developing such models and, in
turn, providing system- and country-wide leadership, as well as outstanding online
course publishing opportunities for our students. Goals: The Center will help to leverage
ICT support to faculty members and students in online teaching and learning
environment. With enhanced capacity in this area, the Center will be well-positioned to
contribute to “modern teaching and learning methodologies” initiatives on campus and
beyond.
7. University Community Partnerships: The Center will have the ICT resources and
initiatives that make it ideally suited to provide leadership on campus in developing
community partnerships as well as investigating and supporting potential partnerships
for specific faculty and programs (i.e. engaged learning and service learning initiatives).
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Goals: The Center will facilitate rich relationships with the university community and
faculty/staff and students interested in or involved in engaged learning initiatives. The
Center will coordinate with and support other units on campus exploring such
partnerships, including providing support for faculty members and staff in pursuing ICT
skills and other opportunities relating to such initiatives. The Center will also play a
public relations role in disseminating and marketing such initiatives, as well as its own
activities, within the local community and explore avenues of university community
support and engagement with such activities.
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Section II: Location and Layout
Methods consortium recognizes that, although the Center will be dedicated to a national
online curriculum engagement initiative, its activities are sub-divided into those that occur
on an ongoing and daily basis and those focused on specific lectures, workshops,
presentations, seminars, and electronic document storage/dissemination. The majority of
student-intensive activities, such as advising, tutoring, and other ICT support, comprise the
former activities; workshops on pedagogical best practices, engaged- and service-e-Learning
initiatives, and reflection/assessment methodologies comprise the majority of the latter.
However, Methods consortium simultaneously recognizes the importance of connecting
these two activity areas as much as possible, as both are essential to an institutional climate
that supports a collaborative, knowledge-based, and experiential culture of online curricular
engagement at all stages of a student’s career. To this end, we recommend that the ETC be
refitted to accommodate all advising, tutoring, and other ICT service activities and that
space re-dedicated to the construction of a workshop/conference center and office space
for the development of a documents library, supporting pedagogic, assessment, engaged
learning, develop online courses, and online curricular initiatives for faculty members. This
also allows for immediate access between the Center and all its divisions.
Activities on ETC would thus include the following: Registration/Welcome desk, Peer and
Professional Tutoring, Advising, Administration Assistant office (reporting to Center
director), Seminar smart Room—includes Interactive White Board, computers for
workshops and seminars, Civilian Camera, and Wacom/Interactive Pen Displays and Tablet
Styluses, Resource Room (includes e-document library), and Director’s office.
The proposed location is to be in the middle of the university campus, so can serve all
schools in the university (Scientific, Humanities, and Health).
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Section III: Center Administration


This proposed Business Plan recommends the following governance structure for
the Center:

1. Staffing
The Center will be led by a Director and staffed by an administrative assistant. It will liaison

with specific Student Affairs programs located within it (Advising, Tutoring, etc.) as well as
faculty members with the academic Schools (Scientific, Humanities, Health). Alternatively,
Methods steering committee would support Co-Directors, one representing Student ICT
Services, the second a faculty member representing Academic Affairs. However, the steering
committee feels that a single, appropriately qualified Director would be more effective in
coordinating and managing partnerships than co-directors.
2. Advisory Board
The Advisory Board, selected by the Director, should include professional staff from related
units, faculty, students, and community partners (as appropriate). The Advisory Board will
support the Center’s leadership team in ICT strategic planning, expanding to new initiatives,
and in collaborating with other units across campus and in the community. In its inaugural
year, the Board will be charged to:


Participate in the development of a Mission Statement and Strategic Plan for the
Center.



Provide feedback on a Strategic Plan for the Center, including an assessment
strategy.



Contribute to the planning of activities, including invitations to conduct workshops
and seminars related to the ICT.
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Make recommendations regarding the development of engaged/ICT servicelearning opportunities for students in the Center as well as the community.



We recommend that the following individuals should be members on the initial
Board:



Director of Accreditation and Quality Assurance Center (AQAC).



Director of Open Educational Resources Center.



Director of Information Technology Center.



Director of Consultation and Training Center.



Director of Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center.



The Center Director should also work closely with pertinent individuals associated
with Institutional Technology, Institutional Research and Development, and
Curriculum Design.

3. Budget
The estimated budget of the ETC will contain the following financial expenses: the salary of
a Center Director (in whatever form such financial support takes), the assignment of an
Administrative Assistant toward the Center’s services and operation, and the staff of the
Center. This funding is available through December 31, at the end of the year, after which
time the university will assume all budgetary responsibilities.
We strongly recommend that the budget include lines for travel, supplies,
consultation/personal services (for speakers and consultants), and

professional

development (educational mini-grants available to faculty and staff).
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4. Reporting Structure
Methods steering committee recommends that, at least initially, the Center Director report
to the President of the university. We also recommend at least monthly meetings be held
between the Director, Vice-President of Academic Affairs, and the Consultant of the
President for Student ICT Services to ensure that significant progress is made toward the
achievement of the Center’s aforementioned goals.
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Business Plan


This section is written based on the idea of Business Model Canvas. The canvas
represents major business activities and helps in understanding the whole
business at a glance. Following sub-sections briefly describes each section of the
business model canvas and points to the sections where a particular topic is dealt
in with more detail.

2. Customer Segment
 The primary customer of UoJ and BZU would be all people associated with the
education system and using educational technology. This would definitely start
with instructors and students in both universities.
3. Value Proposition
 The UoJ and BZU would strive to make the process of providing education easier
for the institutes. With the introduction of its LMS and Moodle, many
administrative tasks will be taken care of by online databases. This would make
the work of instructors much easier and effective. With the collaborative
platforms, students would be able to get more involved. Students would be able
to access required resources anytime and from anywhere. The use of technology
would increase the convenience, usability and accessibility of the educational
resources available in educational institutes.
4. Customer Relationship
 In the initial stage, ETC would provide dedicated personal assistance to its
customers (instructors and students) and would strive to keep improving the
product and services offering to incorporate the online educational services.
5. Channels
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Channels represent the means by which ETC would connect with its customers. In
the initial awareness phase, ETC would use Moodle and its communication
channels to establish the relationships with the registered accounts (for both
instructors and students). ECT would provide free access to the products and
services and would let its customers evaluate the benefits from the product usage.
ETC would also deploy various digital channel strategies like creating online social
network communities, blogs, emails, discussion board and using Internet
advertising, through the university official website, to attract more users in the
later stages. ETC also would provide a customer service helpdesk to answer
customer queries.

6. Key activities
 As per the value propositions and customer relationship functions, following
would be the key activities for ETC team.


Product Development – This would be the main activity of ETC, which would
involve the phases like identifying customer requirements, doing the feasibility
study, product/course design, software development, and conduct online testing.



Marketing and Communication – ETC would also need to acquire new customers
and maintain a relationship with their customers. This would involve key activities
like identifying potential customers, understanding their needs, design customized
solutions for customers, provide e-services and maintain customer helpdesk.



Business Operations – These activities would include supporting activities for
ongoing business, these would include hiring resources, establishing key
partnerships, developing the operating processes, developing billing and
accounting systems, developing and establishing CRM database and related
processes and policies for the institute.
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7. Key Resources
 For providing the above services and doing the above-mentioned activities, ETC
would require human resources for software development and network and
technology resources for intra-institute communications.


Software developers and testers – ETC would source its human resource talent on
contractual terms. Software consultants would be able to work from their office
and would connect to institute resources and contribute their work.



Technical Resources – The other requirement for any technology center is the
technology and network resources. ETC would strive to make use of a lot of open
source products and internet technologies to minimize the costs associated with
the product development. ETC would require all of its associates to have an
internet connection and establish an account on MoodleX, to be able to work with
the institute. The other major resource that ETC would require is the available
cloud infrastructure services. ETC would host its own website and clients
resources on the shared cloud infrastructure.

8. Key Partnerships
 Cloud service providers would be the major partners for the center. ETC would
strive to establish a healthy relationship with cloud infrastructure providers and
Freelance service provider to ease out the development process. While
developing CMS systems, ETC would establish key partnerships with e-Learning
content providers to create the learning paths for various competencies. Going
forward, ETC will keep looking for potential partnership and alliances to keep
coming up with new products and services.
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9. Cost Structure
 Main cost drivers for ETC would be the usage rates of cloud infrastructure and
salaries of IT professionals. The cost and ICT expenses include the followings:
external infrastructure support (local IT provider), server hardware and software,
personal computers (laptops and desktops), PC software, application license fees
(client management system), printing (purchase of several new printers), email,
phones (mobiles and landlines), Internet, IT training.
10. Revenue Structure
 ETC would charge its customers based on the usage of their resources. ETC would
adopt dynamic pricing structure, meaning the price of the product/service would
depend on order size and commitment terms. The main source of the revenue
would be from the usage fees of the software product. Usage fees mainly refer to
the number of student enrollment.
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Conclusion
As a responsible and innovative leader providing quality services to a diverse community,
and to prepare our students for the 21st century, the UoJ and BZU must become more
proficient in the use of technology. The UoJ and BZU must proactively plan for use of
technology in education as well as play a key role in providing the UoJ and BZU students
with a sound technology knowledge base. The UoJ and BZU graduates must understand
technology applications and technical terms. UoJ and BZU graduates must know how to use
technology tools and apply them to solve problems. Finally, The UoJ and BZU must prepare
students to be lifelong learners who can readily adapt to sophisticated applications as they
emerge. For our students that are disadvantaged by life circumstances, technology is viewed
as a great equalizer; it is by nature non-discriminating to end users and offers unlimited
access to vast amounts of information. Limitations can be offset, in many cases, by the
appropriate application of technology.
Thus, the proposed Educational Technology Center will be a powerful mechanism for
engaging students, faculty members, and staff across campus with the university, their
disciplines and professions, and their own learning and career development processes. The
Center can provide a model for the University of Jordan in achieving excellence toward
integrating academic and student support ICT services by placing the student experience at
the heart of its activities and empowering students to become institutional and community
leaders in all areas of the university’s programming. In addition, the Center will serve as a
liaison to both the broader community and the landscape of higher education itself. This will
lead to increased persistence and graduation rates by establishing students, faculty
members, and staff as co-participants within the very activities and programs central to
liberal education and the success of its constituents.
The strategic goals of the Center are:


Improve students' achievement.
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Provide strong leadership for effective and efficient operations of the center.



Enhance capacity-building through professional development.



Strengthen collaborations with stakeholders.



Increase users (instructors and students) satisfaction.



Improve student learning through the use of ICT.

The technology goals of the Center are:


Develop and support the resources necessary to promote technology proficiency and
high academic standards by all learners.



Ensure that instructors and students have access to technology resources that
enable them to be actively engaged in partnerships that encourage high students'
achievement.



Provide all stakeholders with access to timely and accurate information to assist in
streamlining the delivery of instruction and enhancing the efficiency of institute
operations.



Provide professional development opportunities to empower all faculty members
and staff to use new and emerging technologies that will prepare our students to
compete successfully in an ever-changing global economy.

The followings are the main features and services to be provided the Center:


e-Courses/e-Content: A list of courses on the e-Leaning portal (MethodsX) in
different disciplines.
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Modern teaching methodology: Adopting four major teaching and learning
modalities: PBL/CBT/Flipped/MOOCs.



Training workshops: Train faculty members on how to design and develop digitalized
material for their courses.



e-Learning seminars: Conducting round table colloquium to disseminate Methods
main themes and to promote the key ideas of it.



Technology consulting services: To provide activity focuses on advising educational
institutes

on

how

best

to

use information

technology (IT)

in

achieving

their institutional objectives.
Our target users are faculty members and students at the Jordanian and Palestinian
universities; therefore, we believe that this is our unique corner of the market; in other
words, our niche. That is the right niche for our entrepreneurial needs. We do have partners
from Europe: UK, Denmark, Spain, Germany, and Bulgaria; they are experts in designing,
developing, and delivering training. Thus, our niche is arising naturally from our interests
and experience.
Last but not least, over the years, the Internet has increasingly affected the way people
communicate, work and collaborate. Advancements in the emerging technologies have had
and will continue to have, a profound effect on occupational and leisure activities in our
society, and in particular, on educational institutions. To graduate students with skills
needed for the future, the UoJ and BZU must keep pace with developments in technology
by planning for use of new and emerging technologies, and equally important, must provide
the infrastructure, professional development, and resources to support them. Hence, ETC is
the place to accomplish all of these goals.
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Addendum: ETC Director Job Description
The Center will serve a university body of approximately thousands of students, hundreds of
full-time and adjunct faculty members, professional student services staff and tutors, and
curriculum and instructional design specialists. The Director will advance institutional
retention strategies through the coordination of student ICT services as well creating,
managing, and sustaining innovative and collaborative programs to support faculty
development for excellence in teaching. The Center’s programs will include pedagogy
workshops (including both traditional and e-Learning modalities), faculty-led seminars,
individual and/or program consultations, the establishment of a library of electronic and
print resources, as well as the coordination of faculty involvement in and interaction with
student services such as (but not necessarily limited to) advising, tutoring, and ICT center
services. The Director will work closely with the Director of Accreditation and Quality
Assurance Center, the Director of Open Educational Resources Center, Director of
Information Technology Center, Colleges Deans, and other faculty members and staff
(including institutional research and curriculum design specialists) to help ensure the
development of a student-centered learning environment, enhanced by the use of ICT in
learning, in which diversity is valued and ability-based education is emphasized. The position
involves a twelve-month contract.
Center Vision Statement: The Educational Technology Center is a place where University
faculty members, staff, students, and university community members work in a
collaborative environment to create rich, engaged learning and teaching experiences
supported by ICT use; the center increases student success, builds vital community
partnerships, provides the required ICT skills for the 21st century, and invites individuals to
become members of an intellectually diverse, active learning community.

Primary Job Duties:
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Provide leadership and advocacy that encourages engagement by faculty members
and staff within general human resources development initiatives on the use of ICT
in education.



Provide leadership and advocacy that champions outstanding teaching and its
modern ICT-based methodologies throughout the campus.



Constitute and chair a proactive advisory committee, comprised of selected ICT
specialist and Academic leaders, that will assist in guiding all operations and
activities connected to the Center.



Assist in the promotion of the Educational Technology Center both on campus and in
the broader community.



Coordinate and supervise daily activities in the Center, including oversight of an
administrative assistant and staff.



Facilitate and promote classroom and laboratory innovation including assistance in
the administration of the open educational resources.



Work collaboratively to build and strengthen partnerships with individuals, offices,
and colleges on campus; collaborate with the Director of Accreditation and Quality
Assurance Center, the Director of Open Educational Resources Center, and the
Director of Information Technology Center in providing ICT support and training for
students and faculty members.



Develop and implement ICT and e-Course design workshops and consultations to
enhance teaching effectiveness for both new and experienced faculty members.
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Coordinate a mentoring program for all new faculty members (full-time and adjunct)
in relation to the utilization of ICT in teaching and learning.



Organize and hold forums and seminars for discussions on curriculum and student
learning in the era of ICT.



Provide assistance in the implementation and evaluation of educational technologies
and e-Learning tools that enhance student engagement and learning.



Coordinate activities that support awareness and provide training in the design and
implementation of modern methodologies for educational assessment via eLearning.



Develop and implement workshops and programs supporting strategies for effective
learning skills, including activities for online courses and blended learning.



Further develop a collegial ICT skilled learning community incorporating faculty
members, staff, and students.



Assist in the strengthening of a culture of engaged learning across the curriculum
and the cultivation of community partnerships to that end.

The successful candidate will have significant teaching experience (preferably in both
traditional and e-Learning environments) at the college or university level and/or significant
experience and leadership in area(s) of student services; strong interpersonal skills,
including excellent communication skills, a demonstrated ability to delegate, strong
organizational skills, and an ability to develop and work within a network of staff and faculty
members; should show promise as an enterprising leader with an ability to work across
academic programs and with multiple constituencies; should have familiarity with retention
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strategies; should have some knowledge of institutional research & development and
assessment; educational technology or IT background and experience is preferred.
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